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[1] We analyze bathymetric, gravimetric, and magnetic data collected on cruise KN145L16 between 25.5°E
and 35°E on the ultraslow spreading Southwest Indian Ridge, where the 750 km long Andrew Bain trans-
form domain separates two accretionary segments to the northeast from a single segment to the southwest.
Similar along‐axis asymmetries in seafloor texture, rift valley curvature, magnetic anomaly amplitude,
magnetization intensity, and mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) amplitude within all three segments suggest
that a single mechanism may produce variable intrasegment lithospheric thickness and melt delivery.
However, closer analysis reveals that a single mechanism is unlikely. In the northeast, MBA lows, shallow
axial depths, and large abyssal hills indicate that the Marion hot spot enhances the melt supply to the seg-
ments. We argue that along‐axis asthenospheric flow from the hot spot, dammed by major transform faults,
produces the inferred asymmetries in lithospheric thickness and melt delivery. In the southwest, strong rift
valley curvature and nonvolcanic seafloor near the Andrew Bain transform fault indicate very thick subaxial
lithosphere at the end of the single segment. We suggest that cold lithosphere adjacent to the eastern end of
the ridge axis cools and thickens the subaxial lithosphere, suppresses melt production, and focuses melt to
the west. This limits the amount of melt emplaced at shallow levels near the transform fault. Our analysis
suggests that the Andrew Bain divides a high melt supply region to the northeast from an intermediate to
low melt supply region to the southwest. Thus, this transform fault represents not only a major topographic
feature but also a major melt supply boundary on the Southwest Indian Ridge.
Components: 14,500 words, 12 figures, 1 table.
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1. Introduction
[2] Extensive knowledge of the processes by which
oceanic lithosphere and crust is formed has been
gained from studies of the fast spreading East
Pacific Rise [e.g., Macdonald et al., 1984; Sempéré
and Macdonald, 1986;Madsen et al., 1990] and the
slow spreading Mid‐Atlantic Ridge (MAR) [e.g.,
Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990; Blackman
and Forsyth, 1991; Rommevaux et al., 1994;Detrick
et al., 1995]. Recent studies on the Southwest
Indian Ridge (SWIR) and Gakkel Ridge have led to
the definition of a new spreading regime with
unique lithospheric and crustal characteristics: the
ultraslow (<20 mm/yr full rate) spreading ridge
[Dick et al., 2003; Cannat et al., 2003].
[3] Topography, gravity, and geochemical sam-
pling have all provided evidence for the highly
variable nature of melt supply on the SWIR at both
regional (>200 km) and segment length (<200 km)
scales. The regional melt supply of a spreading
ridge is largely controlled by mantle temperature,
composition, and upwelling velocity, the last of
which is directly tied to the spreading rate [Reid and
Jackson, 1981]. At spreading rates below 20 mm/yr
(i.e., at ultraslow spreading ridges), conductive
cooling strongly inhibits melting and thus crustal
production [Bown and White, 1994; White et al.,
2001; Dick et al., 2003], though this effect is likely
tempered at such rates due to the focusing and
acceleration of mantle upwelling [White et al.,
2001]. Regional ridge obliquity also influences
melt supply; increased obliquity decreases the
effective spreading rate (the component of the
spreading velocity orthogonal to the ridge) and thus
also the mantle upwelling rate and melt supply [Dick
et al., 2003; Montési and Behn, 2007].
[4] Regional axial depth and the sodium content
of basaltic crust (and other geochemical indicators
of partial melting) may be interpreted to reflect
variable regional melt supply to a spreading ridge
[Klein and Langmuir, 1987; Cannat et al., 2008].
Mean axial depth, if assumed to be the product of
isostatically balanced crust, and basaltic sodium
content both decrease as melt supply increases
[Klein and Langmuir, 1987]. These observations
have been invoked to infer a broad‐scale decrease
in melt supply from the shallow, low sodium
content SWIR axis between the Prince Edward
and Discovery II transform faults (35.55°E–
41.53°E) to the deep, high sodium content axis
near the Rodrigues Triple Junction [Cannat et al.,
2008].
[5] While regional melt supply is largely a function
of upwelling mantle velocity, temperature, and
composition, the delivery of melt to individual
segments is heavily influenced by a number of
shallow processes. The most prominent of these
processes involves discontinuities, both transform
and nontransform, that offset the ridge axis. The
juxtaposition of cold lithosphere across discontinuities
and against the ends of ridge segments cools and
thickens the subaxial lithosphere, which can sup-
press melting processes underneath the ridge [Fox
and Gallo, 1984; Magde and Sparks, 1997]. Melt
can also be strongly focused away from the dis-
continuities along the sloping base of the litho-
sphere, with longer discontinuities focusing melt
more intensely [Magde et al., 1997; Magde and
Sparks, 1997]. The juxtaposition also produces a
weld between the lithospheric sections on either
side of the discontinuity. The weld produces a
rotation of the horizontal stress field at the RTI due
to the interplay between normal stresses at the ridge
axis and shear stresses along the adjacent transform
fault [Fujita and Sleep, 1978; Phipps Morgan and
Parmentier, 1984]. As a result, rift valley normal
faults, which initiate orthogonally to the axis of the
maximum tensile stress, form at angles increasingly
oblique to the spreading direction as the transform
fault is approached, which causes the rift valley to
curve into the transform fault.
[6] On the SWIR, segment obliquity also affects
lithospheric thickness and the amount of melt
delivered to the ridge axis. Thick lithosphere under
oblique segments can prevent fracturing, which
keeps melt from reaching the seafloor [Montési and
Behn, 2007]; this melt is either trapped in the lith-
osphere or migrates along axis to an orthogonal
segment [Cannat et al., 2003, 2008]. This segment‐
to‐segment melt migration represents a fundamental
difference in melt delivery variations between the
SWIR and MAR; while MAR segments all receive
a volume of melt roughly equal to the regional
average, SWIR segment melt delivery is highly
spatially variable, with some segments receiving
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more melt than the regional average, some receiving
less [Cannat et al., 2008].
[7] In February and March 1996, investigators
conducted the first geophysical survey of the SWIR
between 15°E and 35°E [Grindlay et al., 1996].
Bathymetric, gravimetric, and magnetic data were
collected over roughly 1500 km of the SWIR on
cruise KN145L16. Grindlay et al. [1998] studied
the bathymetric and gravimetric segmentation of
the nearly linear, transform fault‐free supersegment
between 15°E and 25°E. Dulaney [2002] investi-
gated the axial morphology of the entire survey
region. Sclater et al. [2005] examined the Andrew
Bain megatransform fault, which lies between 28°E
and 32°E. In this study, we investigate the SWIR
immediately adjacent to the major topographic
boundary of the Andrew Bain fracture zone. We
incorporate two surveys on either side of the
Andrew Bain, between 25.5°E and 28°E, and
between 32°E and 35°E. This data fills in the last
major section of the SWIR not previously reported
(see references of Cannat et al. [2008]). We use the
morphology, mantle Bouguer anomaly, magnetic
anomalies, and magnetization intensity to establish
the segmentation patterns of the two areas surveyed.
We utilize the observations to infer mechanisms
that may produce variations in lithospheric thick-
ness and the volume of melt delivered to and em-
placed within segments. We also use our data to
establish the Andrew Bain transform fault as a
major melt supply boundary.
2. Tectonic Setting and Regional
Background
[8] The SWIR is the divergent plate boundary
between the Antarctic and Nubian/Somalian plates.
The SWIR has a total length of 7700 km; it is
offset, almost exclusively in a left‐stepping sense, by
transform faults and higher‐order discontinuities.
The ridge has an average full spreading rate of ∼12–
18 mm/yr [Chu and Gordon, 1999], the slowest rate
of any readily accessible mid‐ocean ridge axis. Only
the ice‐covered Gakkel Ridge spreads more slowly,
diverging at a full rate of 8–13 mm/yr [Cochran
et al., 2003; Dick et al., 2003].
[9] Between 25°E and 35°E, the SWIR is parti-
tioned four times by the right‐lateral, left‐stepping
Du Toit, Andrew Bain, Marion, and Prince Edward
transform faults. These four transform faults offset
the SWIR over 1100 km [Fisher and Goodwille,
1997] (Figure 1). This is the only section all along
the SWIR where the offset is achieved almost
exclusively by transform faults. At other locations
on the SWIR, the northward offset of the ridge axis
is achieved by transform faults, oblique spreading
[Mendel et al., 1997; Dick et al., 2003], nontrans-
form discontinuities [Grindlay et al., 1998; Sauter
et al., 2001], or any combination thereof [Baines
et al., 2007].
[10] With a length of ∼750 km and a maximum
width of 120 km, the Andrew Bain transform
domain dominates the morphology of this section
of the SWIR. The Andrew Bain transform domain
is second in offset length to only the Romanche
transform fault on the central Mid‐Atlantic Ridge
[Sclater et al., 2005]. Ligi et al. [2002] classified
the Andrew Bain as a megatransform; Chu and
Gordon [1999] and Lemaux et al. [2002] have sug-
gested that the plate boundary between the Nubian
and Somalian plates intersects the SWIR in the
vicinity of the Andrew Bain.
3. Data Processing and Reduction
[11] Cruise KN145L16 included two surveys
between 25.5°E and 35°E, at either end of the long‐
offset Andrew Bain transform; the southern cov-
ered the SWIR between 25.5°E and 28°E and the
northern between 32°E and 35°E. These surveys
examined the axis of the SWIR and the flanking
seafloor using ∼105–120 km long across‐axis
profiles spaced 8 km apart. In addition, the southern
survey included three along‐axis tracks. We denote
the survey areas according to the transform faults
that bound them; we thus refer to the southern
survey area as survey area DA, and the northern
survey area as AP.
3.1. Multibeam Bathymetry
[12] Bathymetric data were acquired with a Sea-
Beam 2112 multibeam system, operating with a
source frequency of 12 kHz. The system allowed
athwartships swath coverage of 90°–120°; swath
widths were routinely 11–12 km. Navigation was
derived from continuous Global Positioning System
fixes. The spacing of ship tracks and swath widths
allowed for 90%–100% ensonification of the sea-
floor. Themultibeam data was ping edited to remove
spurious returns; noise was significant during periods
of bad weather. The outer 3–5 beams on either side
of each ping were usually edited out due to their
high noise level.
[13] The ping‐edited bathymetry data were gridded
using the open source swath sonar data processing
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Figure 1. Shipboard bathymetry merged with the 2003 release of the GEBCO 1 min grid [Fisher and Goodwille,
1997] showing the SWIR between 24°E and 37°E. Du Toit, Andrew Bain, Marion, and Prince Edward transform
faults are labeled. Black lines indicate track lines of cruise KN145L16. Red boxes show survey areas DA and AP (as
labeled) of the present study. Purple lines indicate locations of magnetic anomaly profiles used in Figure 2. The profile
at the top shows along‐axis bathymetric profile of the SWIR between 24°E and 37°E. Transform domains bounded by
dashed lines and labeled as follows: DT, Du Toit; AB, Andrew Bain; M, Marion; PE, Prince Edward. Ridge segments
are labeled as defined in section 6. In the inset, thick black line denotes crest of SWIR; grey lines denote SWIR
fracture zone traces. Thin grey lines indicate 4000 m bathymetric contour. A, AB, DCR, M, and MP denote the Astrid
Fracture Zone, Andrew Bain transform fault, Del Cano Rise, Mozambique Escarpment, and Madagascar Plateau,
respectively. Red star denotes location of Marion Island. Blue box shows area covered by Figure 1.
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codeMB‐System [Caress andChayes, 1996]. Using
MB‐System, we calculated the value of each grid
cell by taking a Gaussian weighted average of the
values at surrounding data points. The bathymetry
data were gridded with an interval of 50 m to allow
for a thorough analysis of seafloor texture. We
utilized a 2‐D thin plate spline interpolation to fill
in the gaps between individual pings, which were
frequent due to the rough weather common to the
area. However, we did not fill in gaps between ship
tracks in order to be certain that our seafloor texture
analysis was controlled by data rather than inter-
polation artifacts.
3.2. Gravity Data
[14] Gravity data were collected using a Bell BGM‐3
gravimeter. The data were merged with the GPS
navigation and center beam bathymetry to provide
synchronized gravity and bathymetry data. The
Eötvös correction was then applied, and a refer-
ence gravity value was removed to obtain free‐air
anomalies. This reference gravity value was calcu-
lated using
ref : gravity ¼ 978049:0 * ð1:0þ 0:0052884 * sin2ðlatÞ
 0:0000059 * sin2ð2 * latÞÞ;
where “lat” was the ship’s latitude in degrees. The
data were edited to remove spurious points and
points recorded during ship turns, smoothed by the
application of a 13‐point (∼2–3min of time) running
mean filter, and linearly interpolated to evenly
spaced 1 min (time) values. To obtain estimates of
the gravimeter drift, measurements were taken at
base stations in Durban and Cape Town, South
Africa (the departure and arrival ports, respectively),
and then referenced to the values recorded on the
ship. ADC correction of −2.1mGal was also applied
to the data to account for the difference between the
gravity measured at the base station in Durban and
that recorded on the ship prior to departure. Cross-
over error analysis was completed using the GMT
supplement “xsystem” software [Wessel and Smith,
1998]. The gravity data had crossover errors with
a mean of 2.0 mGal and a standard deviation of
2.6 mGal.
[15] We calculated mantle Bouguer anomalies
(MBAs) following the method of Prince and
Forsyth [1988]. We added additional bathymetric
spline interpolation to fill in data gaps between ship
tracks. We then extended the shipboard bathymetry
data beyond the two ridge axis survey areas using
the 2003 release of the GEBCO 1 min grid of Fisher
and Goodwille [1997]; the composite bathymetry
data was also gridded with a 1 min interval to
match the resolution limit of the GEBCO grid. We
utilized the Parker [1973] Taylor series method to
convert the topography to the gravitational signal due
to interfaces between layers of seawater (1 g cm−3),
upper crust (2 km thick, 2.4 g cm−3), lower crust
(4 km thick, 2.7 g cm−3), and mantle (3.3 g cm−3).
In order to minimize edge effects caused by the
periodicity assumed in the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) calculations of the Parker [1973] method,
we mirrored the topography at the edges of our
domain. The calculated gravity contributions of the
interface topographywere then gridded at an interval
of 1 min using the GMT software adjustable cur-
vature algorithm “surface” [Wessel and Smith,
1998] with a tension factor of 0.25. We then sam-
pled the gravity contribution grids at locations
along ship tracks at which free air gravity data
existed; the sampled values were then removed
from the free air gravity, producing values of MBA
along ship tracks. The MBA data were gridded at
1 min resolution using “surface” [Wessel and
Smith, 1998] with a tension factor of 0.25.
3.3. Magnetic Data
[16] Magnetic data were collected with a Geometrics
G‐886 Marine Magnetometer. The International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF 6th Genera-
tion [Langel, 1992]; the magnetic reduction was
completed immediately following the cruise) was
removed from the rawmagnetic field data to produce
magnetic anomalies. The magnetometer logging
interval changed during the cruise, so the magnetic
anomalies were interpolated using a weighted mean
to produce evenly spaced 1 min (time) values.
Crossover error analysis was again completed using
“xsystem” [Wessel and Smith, 1998]; crossover
errors had a mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation
of 25.8 nT.
[17] We utilized two‐dimensional forward modeling
in order to identify the magnetic anomaly reversal
pattern. We reduced the observed magnetic anoma-
lies to the pole to remove the effects of skewness
due to latitude. We ran a forward model using a
1 km thick magnetized layer, bounded on top by
the bathymetry, with a magnetization distribution
based on a square wave function constructed with
the Cande and Kent [1995] geomagnetic time scale.
We assumed a 10 A/m magnetization for the
Brunhes normal polarity period (0–0.78 Ma) and a
2 A/m intensity off axis. The best fit between
the synthetic and reduced‐to‐the‐pole anomaly
patterns was achieved using a 13–16.2 km/Myr
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spreading rate with 0%–25% spreading asymme-
tries (Figure 2).
[18] We performed a three‐dimensional inversion
of the observed magnetic anomaly data using the
two‐dimensional method of Parker and Huestis
[1974], extended to three dimensions by Macdonald
et al. [1980]. We used a 1 km thick magnetic
source layer, bounded on top by the same composite
bathymetry grid used in the MBA calculations. A
cosine taper band‐pass filter with a low‐cut taper
from 150 to 300 km and a high‐cut taper from 4 to
8 km assured convergence of the inversion. As
with the MBA calculation, we mirrored the topog-
raphy at the edges to minimize edge effects caused
by the assumed periodicity of the FFT calculations
in the inversion. We assumed a crustal magnetiza-
tion parallel to a geocentric axial dipole. The mag-
netization data were gridded at a resolution of 1 min
to match the resolution limit of the composite
bathymetry grid.
[19] We did not add any magnetic annihilator to the
result of our inversion for a number of reasons. As
Figure 2. Identification of magnetic anomalies along profiles A, B, and C. Locations are indicated by purple lines in
Figure 1. Reduced‐to‐the pole magnetic anomalies are plotted in black, and synthetic anomalies are plotted in blue.
Synthetic anomaly profiles are calculated from a two‐dimensional block model based on the Cande and Kent [1995]
geomagnetic time scale, with 13–16.2 km/Myr full spreading rates and 0%–25% spreading asymmetries. The forward
model assumes a 1 km thick magnetic source layer with a magnetization intensity of 10 A/m for the Brunhes period
and 2 A/m off axis. S and N refer to south and north.
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shown by Tivey and Tucholke [1998], the water
depth filter and narrow polarity reversal spacing
preclude the ability of sea surface magnetic ob-
servations to resolve well the amplitude of magne-
tization anomalies on seafloor created at slow
spreading rates. As such, for slow spreading rates,
balancing positive and negative amplitudes across
reversal boundaries is not an appropriate technique
for calculating the amount of annihilator to add to a
magnetization solution. However, the technique
proposed by Tivey and Tucholke [1998] of adding
annihilator so that the magnetization zero crossings
on each track match those of the magnetic anomalies
was also fruitless, as no constant multiple of the
annihilator could successfully accomplish the
matching of the zero crossings within each indi-
vidual ridge segment. As such, we will focus on the
relative amplitude variations of the magnetization
instead of the absolute values in our analysis.
3.4. Earthquake Locations
[20] To further understand the plate boundary
geometry, we supplement our shipboard data with
earthquakes from the relocated epicenter database
of Engdahl et al. [1998] (EHB). The approximately
100,000 global earthquakes of this database are a
combined set of International Seismological Centre
(ISC) and National Earthquake Information Center
(NEIC); they cover the time period from January
1964 through March 2010. The initial ISC and
NEIC hypocentral location estimates of this data
set were improved using arrival times from phases
PKiKP,PKPdf, pP, pwP, and sP, in addition to S and
P phases, in the location procedure. Where avail-
able, we have plotted focal mechanisms for these
earthquakes as calculated by the Global Centroid
Moment Tensor (GCMT) catalog. Within our sur-
vey areas, locations for EHB events before January
1999 have an average epicentral location uncertainty
of 13.0 ± 3.7 km; uncertainties for later earthquakes
have not been published. However, assuming that
the post‐January 1999 events have a similar order
of magnitude of uncertainty as the pre‐January
1999 events, the uncertainties preclude our ability
to correlate earthquake locations to specific mor-
phological features. We thus only utilize them to
determine the general location of active spreading.
4. Survey Area AP: 32°E–35°E
4.1. Morphology
4.1.1. Rift Valley
[21] Survey area AP shows two very similar mor-
phological sectors bounded by three transform
faults (Figure 3). The southwestern of these two
sectors, lying between the Andrew Bain and Marion
transform faults, has a rift valley with a length of
∼85 km. On its western end, the valley strikes
102° and intersects nearly orthogonally with the
Andrew Bain transform fault; on its eastern end, the
rift valley begins to curve northward ∼25 km away
from the Marion transform fault (Figure 3a). The
center of the rift valley is filled by a large axial high
(Figure 4a) that shoals to a water depth of ∼2270 m
at its shallowest point. The rift valley deepens by
∼2100 m to both the west and the east; however,
the overall bathymetric profile is somewhat asym-
metric, with the shallowest point of the central axial
high located ∼7 km west of the center point between
the bounding transform faults. This asymmetry re-
sults in overall greater depths to the east than to the
west. The mean depth of the rift valley is ∼3550 m.
[22] The northeastern sector, lying between the
Marion and Prince Edward transform faults, is very
similar morphologically to the southwestern sector
(Figure 3a). The ∼85 km long rift valley in the
Figure 3. (a) The 1 min gridded bathymetry of the SWIR between 32°E and 35°E, survey area AP. Bathymetric
contour interval is 500 m. Black dots denote locations of earthquake solutions [Engdahl et al., 1998], with focal
mechanisms plotted where available. Green dots indicate locations of dredge hauls of Mahoney et al. [1992], both of
which recovered normal incompatible‐depleted mid‐ocean ridge basalts. (b) The 1 min gridded mantle Bouguer
anomaly. Shipboard bathymetry has been extended beyond the survey area with the GEBCO 1 min grid [Fisher and
Goodwille, 1997] for MBA calculations. MBA contours are in black, interval is 5 mGal, and heavy black line in-
dicates zero MBA contour. White contours are 1000 m bathymetric contours. (c) Reduced‐to‐the‐pole magnetic
anomalies. Positive amplitudes to the west‐northwest. Purple symbols indicate the center of positive polarity intervals
1 (0–0.78 Ma, diamond), 2a (2.581–3.58 Ma, triangle), 3a (5.894–6.567 Ma, circle), and 4 (7.432–8.072 Ma, inverted
triangle) [Cande and Kent, 1995]. (d) The 1 min gridded magnetization intensity. Magnetization contours are in black,
interval is 1.25 A/m, and heavy black line indicates zero magnetization contour. White contours are 1000 m
bathymetric contours. Purple symbols indicate magnetic anomaly picks as in Figure 3c. Red lines in Figures 3a, 3b,
and 3d indicate the location of the plate boundary. Transform fault locations are labeled in all plots as follows: AB,
Andrew Bain; M, Marion; PE, Prince Edward.
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northwestern sector very nearly parallels that of the
southwestern sector. It strikes ∼102° at its western
end and intersects nearly orthogonally with the
Marion transform fault. The valley begins curving
northward ∼25 km away from the Prince Edward
transform fault on its eastern end. As with the
southwestern sector, the valley is filled by a large
central axial high. However, this central high is
shallower than that of the southwestern sector,
rising to a depth of ∼1700 m (Figure 4b). The rift
valley also has greater relief than that of the
southwestern sector, deepening by ∼2800 m to
the west and by ∼3000 m to the east. Again, the
bathymetric profile is asymmetric, with (1) the
summit of the axial high located slightly (∼8 km)
west of the center point between the bounding
Figure 3
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transform faults and (2) overall greater depths on
the eastern end of the valley. The mean depth of the
rift valley is ∼3500 m. A small ridge lies at the far
western end (Figure 4b).
4.1.2. Seafloor Texture
[23] Rift valley–parallel abyssal hill fabric dom-
inates the topography flanking both rift valleys of
survey area AP (Figure 5). These abyssal hills are
quite large, rising 500–1000 m above the sur-
rounding seafloor. The seafloor is composed
exclusively of volcanic terrain, in the form of pebbly
textures composed of small (<500 m diameter),
roughly circular constructs akin to hummocky pil-
low lava flows seen observed with TOBI side scan
imagery [Sauter et al., 2002, 2004b] (hereafter
referred to as hummocky terrain), flat‐topped
mounds, and ridge axis–parallel scarps. Along‐axis
asymmetries in the density of mounds are observed,
with more found near the western bounding trans-
form faults than near the eastern transform faults
(Figure 6).
4.2. Mantle Bouguer Anomaly
[24] The gravity data show a broad, roughly circular
MBA low centered near the central axial high of
each rift valley of survey area AP (Figure 3b). The
MBA lows are somewhat elongated perpendicular
to these valleys. Between the Andrew Bain and
Marion transform faults, the minimum of −35 mGal
is located near the summit of the central axial high.
The MBA increases westward by 22 mGal and
eastward by 30 mGal (Figure 4a). Between the
Marion and Prince Edward transform faults, the
gravity data show a broad elliptical −47 mGal
MBA low centered near the summit of the central
axial high (Figure 4b). The MBA increases west-
ward by 30 mGal and eastward by 38 mGal. The
MBA of the northeastern sector thus has greater
(i.e., more negative) amplitude and greater along‐
axis variation than that of the southwestern sector.
Both MBA lows have asymmetric profiles inversely
correlated to the topography of the two sectors, with
lower overall amplitudes in the west relative to the
east.
4.3. Magnetization and Magnetic
Anomalies
[25] Survey area AP has strong central magnetic
anomaly highs and central anomaly magnetization
highs (CAMHs [Klitgord, 1976]) over each of two
rift valleys, with the northeastern sector showing a
greater peak and average amplitude (Figures 3c and
3d). Both the magnetic anomalies and magnetiza-
tion distribution generally show identifiable mag-
Figure 4. Along‐axis bathymetry, MBA, and magnetization data for survey area AP. Fields are sampled along the
plate boundary, plotted in red in Figures 3a, 3b, and 3d. Magnetization is only plotted at crossing points between the
plate boundary and ship tracks due to the lack of along‐axis ship track coverage within this survey area. Transform
fault locations are labeled in all plots as follows: AB, Andrew Bain; M, Marion; PE, Prince Edward. (a) Bathymetry
(black) and MBA (red) between the Andrew Bain and Marion transform faults. (b) Bathymetry (black) and MBA
(red) between the Marion and Prince Edward transform faults. (c) Bathymetry (black) and magnetization (blue)
between the Andrew Bain and Marion transform faults. (d) Bathymetry (black) and magnetization (blue) between the
Marion and Prince Edward transform faults.
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netic lineations corresponding to alternating polar-
ity intervals. However, asymmetries exist that
parallel those observed in the bathymetry and
gravity data. The magnetic lineation patterns are
clear within 5 km of the western bounding trans-
form faults of both the southwestern and north-
eastern sectors. However, on the eastern end of
each sector, the lineation patterns disappear and
amplitudes become flat near where the rift valleys
begin to curve into the eastern bounding transform
faults (Figures 3c and 3d). Following this pattern,
the intensities of the CAMHs of both sectors
decrease by ∼9 A/m ∼25 km from the eastern
bounding transform faults (Figures 4c and 4d).
Figure 5. (a) High‐resolution shipboard bathymetry (50 m grid interval) of the SWIR between 32°E and 35°E, sur-
vey area AP, showing volcanic terrain and abyssal hill fabric. Illumination is from the west‐northwest. Grey areas are
between‐track data gaps. Transform fault locations are labeled in Figure 5a as follows: AB, Andrew Bain; M, Marion;
PE, Prince Edward. (b) Southern flank and (c) northern flank of the ridge axis between the Andrew Bain and Marion
transform faults. (d) Northern flank and (e) southern flank of the ridge axis between the Marion and Prince Edward
transform faults.
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Figure 6. (a) High‐resolution shipboard bathymetry (50 m grid interval) of the SWIR between 32°E and 35°E, sur-
vey area AP, showing the positive gradient in volcanic cone density from east to west in and around the rift valleys.
Flat‐topped mounds interpreted to be volcanic cones are circled in white. Illumination is from the south‐southwest.
Grey areas are between‐track data gaps. Transform fault locations are labeled in Figure 6a as follows: AB, Andrew
Bain; M, Marion; PE, Prince Edward. (b) Rift valley of segment MP‐1. Note the abundance of volcanic cones and
narrow volcanic ridge in the west, immediately adjacent to the Marion transform fault. In the east, shipboard bathy-
metric coverage does not extend all the way to the Prince Edward transform fault (located just off the eastern end of
the plotted area; it connects to the ridge axis at the northeastern limit of the plate boundary plotted in red); however,
the eastern limit of bathymetric coverage shows relatively fewer volcanic cones in and around the rift valley, at a
greater distance from the Prince Edward transform fault. (c) Rift valley of segment AM‐1, again showing a greater
abundance of volcanic cones within a given distance of the Andrew Bain transform fault than within the same distance
from the Marion transform fault.
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4.4. Earthquake Locations
[26] Of the 27 relocated earthquake epicenters of
Engdahl et al. [1998], 22 are located within or near
the Andrew Bain, Marion, or Prince Edward
transform domains (Figure 3a). Focal mechanisms
in these locations indicate the expected dextral
strike‐slip faulting, except for a single normal fault-
ing mechanism in the Marion transform domain.
Five events are located within or near the rift valley
between the Andrew Bain and Marion transform
faults, including one normal faulting event.
5. Survey Area DA: 25.5°E–28°E
5.1. Morphology
5.1.1. Rift Valley
[27] Survey area DA is characterized by two
overlapping rift valleys (Figure 7a). The western of
the two (hereafter referred to as the western rift
valley) is a low‐relief (500 m), ∼70 km long valley
striking ∼116°. At its western end, it begins to
curve south ∼20 km from its intersection with the
northern end of the Du Toit transform fault. The
valley is deepest in the nodal basin of the ridge‐
transform intersection (RTI), reaching a depth of
∼5900 m (Figure 8a). It shoals by ∼2500 m to the
shallowest point of the rift valley, and then deepens
by ∼1100 m toward an elliptical basin in the east.
The valley shoals and narrows east of this elliptical
basin before disappearing. The mean depth of the
western rift valley between the nodal basin in the
west and the elliptical basin in the east is ∼4500 m.
No single distinct axial volcanic ridge (AVR) can
be identified within the rift valley (Figure 9).
Rather, a shallow, broad, low‐relief swell topped
by a series of small ridges and troughs lies in the
center of the valley.
[28] The western rift valley overlaps with another
rift valley to the south (the eastern rift valley) by
∼22 km (Figure 7a). A ∼1200 m high ridge sits
between the overlapping valleys. The eastern rift
valley lacks an arch‐shaped profile; rather, it dee-
pens from west to east (Figure 8a), reaching a
maximum depth of ∼6550 m at the Andrew Bain
RTI. The eastern rift valley is ∼65 km long, has a
mean depth of 4850 m and no discernible AVR
(Figure 9). The valley is roughly linear south of the
valley overlap, striking ∼92° before curving
northward ∼40 km from the Andrew Bain trans-
form fault. The eastern rift valley deepens from
west to east by ∼1800 m (Figure 8a).
5.1.2. Seafloor Texture
[29] The seafloor texture of survey area DA is
widely variable (Figure 9). The primary observa-
tion is the dearth of clearly identifiable volcanic
cones anywhere in the area. Rather, the most
abundant texture is that of hummocky volcanic
terrain. The seafloor flanking the western rift valley
is predominantly this hummocky terrain, both in
the organized spreading‐perpendicular abyssal hill
fabric north of the rift valley (Figure 9b) and the Du
Toit inside corner high (ICH) south of the valley
(Figure 9c). The Du Toit ICH shows clear evidence
of widespread faulting, with a number of scarps
oriented subparallel to the western rift valley. Weak
spreading‐parallel lineaments can also been seen
on the Du Toit inside corner high (the southwestern
area of Figure 9c).
[30] North of the overlapping rift valleys, the sea-
floor shows some ridge‐parallel abyssal hill fabric
and hummocky terrain; however, this area is
dominated by a circular, domal bathymetric high
centered at 27°03′E, 52°24′S, which stands ∼1 km
above the surrounding seafloor (Figure 9). South of
Figure 7. (a) The 1 min gridded bathymetry of the SWIR between 25.5°E and 28°E, survey area DA. Bathymetric
contour interval is 500 m. Black dots denote locations of earthquake solutions [Engdahl et al., 1998], with focal
mechanisms plotted where available. (b) The 1 min gridded mantle Bouguer anomaly. Shipboard bathymetry has been
extended beyond the survey area with the GEBCO 1 min grid [Fisher and Goodwille, 1997] for MBA calculations.
MBA contours are in black, interval is 5 mGal, and heavy black line indicates zero MBA contour. White contours are
1000 m bathymetric contours. (c) Reduced‐to‐the‐pole magnetic anomalies. Positive amplitudes to the west‐north-
west. Purple symbols indicate the center of positive polarity intervals 1 (0–0.78 Ma, diamond), 2a (2.581–3.58 Ma,
triangle), 3a (5.894–6.567 Ma, circle), and 4 (7.432–8.072 Ma, inverted triangle) [Cande and Kent, 1995]. (d) The
1 min gridded magnetization intensity. Magnetization contours are in black, interval is 1.25 A/m, and heavy black
line indicates zero magnetization contour. White contours are 1000 m bathymetric contours. Purple symbols
indicate magnetic anomaly picks as in Figure 7c. Red lines indicate the location of the plate boundary. Dashed red
line indicates that the location of the plate boundary in this area is unknown. Transform fault locations are labeled
in all plots as follows: DT, Du Toit; AB, Andrew Bain.
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the valley overlap, the seafloor is covered by a
series of long, broad, roughly parallel ridge‐trough
structures; the eastern rift valley is the northern-
most trough in this configuration. This ridge‐
trough system is in stark contrast to the relatively
gentle abyssal hill fabric north of the rift valley in
the western area; the ridges have relief of up to
1 km relative to the intervening valleys. The ridges
stand ∼1500 m deeper than the northern Du Toit
ICH, and taper and deepen to the east as they begin
Figure 7
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to gently curve northward. At the western end of the
ridge‐trough system, the seafloor shows hummocky
terrain similar to that of the Du Toit ICH; however,
as the ridges deepen to the east, the terrain becomes
very smooth, with little evidence of hummocky
textures or fault scarps (Figure 9d). This smooth
texture continues to the east all the way to the
Andrew Bain fracture zone.
[31] Opposing the broad, smooth ridges across the
eastern rift valley, on the inside corner of the
Andrew Bain RTI, is a complex jumble of terrain.
The seafloor is composed largely of rough, hum-
mocky terrain similar to that of the Du Toit ICH
(Figure 9e). However, the Andrew Bain inside
corner shows no dominant directional fabric. A
single ridge oriented parallel to the eastern rift
valley cuts across the area, while other features are
oriented at a variety of angles. Abundant scarps
with short horizontal extents (∼3 km), interpreted to
mark faults, cut through the terrain with no pre-
ferred orientation. Contrary to the general disorga-
nization of the area, the western flank of the lobate
high centered at 27°10E, 52°43′S shows structured
spreading‐parallel lineaments (Figure 9f).
5.2. Mantle Bouguer Anomaly
[32] The MBA signature of survey area DA is
dominated by a broad, irregularly shaped −40 mGal
low centered slightly to the north of the western rift
valley (Figure 7b). TheMBA increases by ∼53mGal
to the west along the rift valley. It increases almost
monotonically eastward from the low, reaching a
positive maximum of ∼28 mGal near the eastern
end of the northernmost broad ridge south of the
eastern rift valley (Figure 8a). This rift valley
maximum, however, is low relative to the off‐axis
MBA amplitudes of the eastern section, which are
up to 20 mGal higher (Figure 7b).
5.3. Magnetization and Magnetic
Anomalies
[33] The magnetic anomalies and crustal magneti-
zation of survey area DA show a clear elongated
central magnetic anomaly/CAMH over the southern
flank of the western rift valley (Figures 7c and 7d).
The central magnetic anomaly/CAMH extends the
full length of the western rift valley, along the ridge
between the overlapping valleys, and over the
lobate spreading‐parallel‐lineated high north of the
center of the eastern rift valley. Intensity variations
within the CAMH are broadly arch shaped. They
have a maximum near the elliptical basin at the
eastern end of the western rift valley, and weaken
by ∼12 A/m to both the west and east (Figure 8b).
However, the overall along‐axis magnetization and
magnetic anomaly distributions are asymmetric.
While the CAMH and central magnetic anomaly
are clearly visible within the western section of the
survey area, up to within ∼10 km of the Du Toit
Figure 8. Along‐axis bathymetry, MBA, and magnetization data for survey area DA. Fields are sampled along the
plate boundary, plotted in red in Figure 7. Transform fault locations are labeled in both plots as follows: DT, Du Toit;
AB, Andrew Bain. (a) Bathymetry (black) and MBA (red) between the Du Toit and Andrew Bain transform faults.
(b) Bathymetry (black) and magnetization (blue) for the same area. Gaps in data in both plots indicate that the location
of the plate boundary in this area is unknown.
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Figure 9. (a) High‐resolution shipboard bathymetry (50 m grid interval) of the SWIR between 25.5°E and 28°E.
Illumination is from the west‐northwest. Grey areas are between‐track data gaps. Transform fault locations are labeled
in Figure 9a as follows: DT, Du Toit; AB, Andrew Bain. Red line delineates areas interpreted to be smooth nonvol-
canic seafloor. Green lines indicate areas showing characteristics of corrugated seafloor. (b) Abyssal hill fabric on the
northern flank of the western rift valley. (c) Hummocky volcanic terrain on the Du Toit inside corner high. South-
western area shows weak spreading‐parallel lineations. (d) Smooth, broad ridge with no evidence of volcanic cones
or fault scarps south of the eastern rift valley. (e) Hummocky volcanic terrain on the Andrew Bain inside corner.
(f) Lobate high on the northern flank of the eastern rift valley showing clear spreading‐parallel lineaments on its
western flank.
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transform fault, they decay to the east, disappearing
entirely ∼35 km from the Andrew Bain transform
fault (Figures 7c and 7d). Similarly, while weak
magnetic lineations persist off axis near the Du Toit
fracture zone, they do not exist in the eastern section.
5.4. Earthquake Locations
[34] A total of 32 relocated earthquake epicenters
lie within survey area DA [Engdahl et al., 1998]
(Figure 7a). Eleven of these are found within the
transform domains bounding the ridge axis, four in
the Du Toit and seven in the Andrew Bain. The
remainder are clustered around the two rift valleys,
and follow their overlap and possible offset. Focal
mechanisms indicate normal faulting within the rift
valleys and dextral strike‐slip faulting in the
transform domains, as would be expected. Eleven
earthquake epicenters lie within or near the eastern
rift valley. Eight of these are clustered around a
deep basin within the rift valley at 27°17′E, 52°52′S.
Three lie well to the west in the central part of the
valley. Ten events are located near the western rift
valley, including two strike‐slip mechanisms near
the nodal basin of the Andrew Bain RTI.
6. Ridge Segmentation and Plate
Boundary Location
[35] Our observations allow us to define three
segments between 25.5°E and 35°E on the SWIR.
Two are located in survey area AP, one between
the Andrew Bain and Marion transform faults, the
other between the Marion and Prince Edward
transform faults. These segments are defined pri-
marily on a morphological basis; they both have
arch‐shaped along‐axis bathymetric profiles unin-
terrupted by higher‐order offsets and are thus
straightforward first‐order segments [Macdonald
et al., 1988; Grindlay et al., 1991]. They both
have rift valleys, partially or completely filled by a
volcanic edifice, deep bull’s‐eye MBA lows, and
high‐magnetization amplitudes. We follow the
naming convention of Hosford et al. [2003] and
Baines et al. [2007] and denote these segments
AM‐1 and MP‐1. Since the AVRs within the rift
valleys of these two segments are obscured, we
place the plate boundary at the line of greatest depth
(Figure 3).
[36] Between the Du Toit and Andrew Bain trans-
forms faults, the segmentation is not as easily
defined, as the plate boundary cannot be located at
every point. In the western section, to achieve the
best agreement among the morphology, the mag-
netization, and the earthquake locations, we place
the plate boundary on the southern wall of the
western rift valley, following the central magneti-
zation high (Figure 7). In the eastern section, the
magnetization provides little control; as such, we
locate the plate boundary along the deepest part of
the eastern rift valley, in agreement with the
earthquake locations. Between these two sections,
the location of the plate boundary is unclear (dashed
line in Figure 7).
[37] If a ridge axis offset within survey area DA
does indeed exist, then there would clearly be two
individual segments by the basic definition of ridge
segmentation. The earthquake locations would
support this definition, as they appear to step to the
right, following the locations of the two rift
valleys (Figure 7a). However, we cannot defini-
tively locate a clear offset in the morphology. The
magnetization and magnetic anomalies show no
evidence of an offset in the central magnetic
anomaly/magnetization high (Figures 7c and 7d).
The gravity data show a single bull’s‐eye MBA
low, evidence of a single zone of melt supply and/or
mantle upwelling (Figure 7b). Hence, while rift
valley morphology and earthquake locations sup-
port the designation of two distinct segments, the
magnetic and gravity data support the designation
of only one. As section 7 will show, our analysis
does not depend on a possible offset of the ridge
axis. Thus, we will utilize a single gravimetric
segment, DA‐1, for the remainder of this study.
7. Interpretation of Observations
7.1. Definitions and Cautions
[38] For the sake of clarity, we introduce some
terminology that distinguishes between the various
factors that influence the amount of melt that ridge
segments receive. The terms “melt supply” and
“melt production” will refer to the volume of melt
produced by partial melting of the upwelling
mantle, with enhanced upwelling producing more
melt. “Melt focusing” refers to the lateral migration
of melt within or between individual segments,
away from discontinuities and/or oblique segments
and toward orthogonal segment centers. “Melt
delivery” refers to the amount of melt emplaced
within a given ridge segment, and is thus a sum of
melt supply, melt focusing, and any other processes
that influence shallow melt emplacement (e.g.,
crustal magma plumbing). Variable regional melt
supply produces variations in regional axial depth
and basalt sodium content [Klein and Langmuir,
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1987; Cannat et al., 2008]. Melt focusing causes
melt delivery to and within individual segments to
vary [Magde et al., 1997;Magde and Sparks, 1997;
Cannat et al., 2003, 2008]. This produces segment‐
scale and intrasegment variation in crustal and
extrusive volcanic layer thickness.
[39] In the following analysis, we use gravimetric
and magnetic data in our investigation of segment‐
scale and intrasegment melt delivery variations.
However, caution must be taken with this approach
for a variety of reasons. MBA amplitudes include
signals from crustal thickness, crustal density, and
mantle density; as we lack seismic crustal thickness
data, our gravity data are unconstrained. Similarly,
our magnetization data cannot distinguish between
intensity variations and lateral variations in the
thickness of the magnetic source layer.
7.2. Seafloor Texture as an Indicator
of Melt Supply and Delivery
[40] Fortunately, seafloor texture is a strong indi-
cator of melt delivery [Cannat et al., 2006]. On the
SWIR, melt delivery variations produce three dif-
ferent types of seafloor [Cannat et al., 2006]. The
first type is MAR‐like volcanic seafloor, which
occurs in times and/or locations of relatively high
melt delivery. Magmatic seafloor is characterized
by numerous volcanic cones, hummocky terrain,
and fault scarps ∼50–500 m high bounding ridge‐
parallel abyssal hills.
[41] The second type of seafloor is unique to
ultraslow spreading ridges: smooth seafloor, which
occurs at times and or/locations of low melt
delivery. Smooth seafloor is predominantly found
at oblique sections of the SWIR. These sections are
typically marked by an axial trough with high
MBA amplitudes, low magnetization intensity, and
no evidence of volcanic edifices, flanked by broad,
smooth ridges [Dick et al., 2003; Sauter et al.,
2004b; Cannat et al., 2006]. Dredging of smooth
seafloor reveals compositions of primarily mantle‐
derived peridotite, with thin and/or scattered basalts
and gabbros [Dick et al., 2003; Seyler et al., 2003].
[42] The third type, corrugated seafloor, occurs
very infrequently. Corrugated seafloor is charac-
terized by dome‐shaped features with spreading‐
parallel lineations <1 km wide and 30–100 m high
[Cannat et al., 2006]. This morphology has been
interpreted to reflect the exposed footwall of a low‐
angle detachment fault [e.g., Tucholke and Lin,
1994]. While it was originally thought that corru-
gated seafloor reflects low melt supply [Tucholke
and Lin, 1994], recovery of large volumes of
gabbro in cores drilled into the domes [e.g., Dick et
al., 2000; Blackman et al., 2006] and numerical
experiments [Tucholke et al., 2008] indicate that
corrugated seafloor forms at times and/or locations
with a narrowwindow of intermediate melt delivery.
7.3. Observations of Asymmetries in Melt
Delivery and Lithospheric Thickness
[43] Our analysis of the seafloor texture of seg-
ments AM‐1 and MP‐1 has revealed exclusively
volcanic terrain, including hummocky terrain and
numerous circular flat‐topped mounds, which we
interpret as volcanic cones (Figures 5 and 6). Our
magnetic analysis shows that magnetization inten-
sity decreases from segment centers to segment
ends. This is a typical observation of SWIR seg-
ments, and has been attributed to a reduction in the
frequency of volcanic eruptions away from seg-
ment centers, which thins the extrusive volcanic
layer and thus the magnetic source layer [Sauter
et al., 2004a]. The westward skew of magnetiza-
tion intensity thus means that the magnetic source
layer is relatively thick on the western ends of the
segments. This conclusion is supported by an
along‐axis gradient in the observed density of vol-
canic cones in and around the rift valleys of seg-
ments AM‐1 and MP‐1, with more volcanic cones
near the western bounding transform faults than the
eastern (Figure 6). Similarly, asymmetries in MBA
amplitudes show that the western ends of segments
AM‐1 and MP‐1 have a mass deficit relative to
their eastern ends.
[44] Segment DA‐1 also shows a very prominent
asymmetry in seafloor textures. The three seafloor
textures described earlier [Cannat et al., 2006] are
all present within segment DA‐1. The western end
is composed almost exclusively of volcanic seafloor,
both in the abyssal hill fabric north (Figure 9b) of the
ridge axis and the Du Toit ICH south of the axis
(Figure 9c). We interpret the broad ridges south of
the axis on the eastern end of the segment as
smooth seafloor; they lack any evidence of volcanic
cones or other volcanic terrain (Figure 9d). This
smooth seafloor is opposed by volcanic seafloor
north of the axis (Figure 9e). In the center of the
segment, the ridges south of the axis have an
increasingly volcanic texture from east to west.
Three areas have characteristics of corrugated sea-
floor. The western flank of the lobate high centered
at 27°10′E, 52°43′S shows clear spreading‐parallel
corrugations (Figure 9f); one small area of possible
corrugated seafloor is also observed on the Du Toit
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ICH (the southwestern area of Figure 9c). The large
high centered at 27°04′E, 52°26′S has the charac-
teristic domal shape of corrugated seafloor; how-
ever, the flanks of the dome show no evidence of
corrugations and a bathymetric data gap prevents us
from observing the texture on the summit. The
segment thus shows an east‐west gradient in sea-
floor texture, with nearly equal volumes of smooth
and volcanic seafloor on the eastern end of the
segment transitioning to almost entirely volcanic
seafloor on the western end.
[45] MBA amplitude variations parallel the gradient
in seafloor texture within segment DA‐1, with high
amplitudes in the east where smooth seafloor
dominates and low amplitudes in the west where
volcanic seafloor prevails (Figures 7b and 8a).
Caution must be taken in the interpretation of the
MBA. The assumption that MBA variations can
largely be attributed to crustal thickness variations,
frequently utilized for MAR segments, does not
apply for the case of segment DA‐1, as the prev-
alence of nonvolcanic seafloor indicates that lateral
density variations in both the crust and mantle
certainly contribute to the MBA signal. Similarly,
the along‐axis variation in magnetic anomaly
amplitude and magnetization intensity (Figures 7c
and 8b) undoubtedly contains signal from both
variable source layer thickness and intensity, as
highly variable seafloor textures, and thus compo-
sitions, and pervasive faulting will create disorga-
nized and unpredictable source layer properties.
[46] Another striking asymmetry common to all
three segments is that of rift valley curvature. At
their western ends, the rift valleys of segments
AM‐1 and MP‐1 intersect the bounding transform
faults nearly orthogonally (Figure 5). Abyssal hills
curve southward only within 5–7 km of the fracture
zones. At their eastern ends, the rift valleys begin
curving north just east of the shallowest points of
the segments, 20–30 km from the bounding
transform faults. The western rift valley of segment
DA‐1 begins to curve south ∼20 km from the Du
Toit transform fault, while the eastern rift valley
begins to curve north ∼40 km from the Andrew
Bain transform fault (Figure 9).
[47] Our observations of the west‐east asymme-
tries in these three segments indicate three effects:
(1) magmatic activity is higher in the west, pro-
ducing greater volumes of volcanic seafloor tex-
tures, thicker extrusive volcanic layers and/or
higher magnetization, and higher magnetic anomaly
amplitudes; (2) the lithospheric welds controlling
rift valley curvature are weak in the west relative to
the east; and (3) relative mass deficits exist in the
west, as reflected in lower MBA amplitudes there.
The asymmetries of volcanic seafloor and extrusive
volcanic layer thickness may be most easily
explained by intrasegment variations in melt deliv-
ery, i.e., a greater volume of melt emplaced at
shallow depths at the western end of the segments
than at the eastern ends. The asymmetries in rift
valley curvature may be explained by thin subaxial
lithosphere and thus weaker lithospheric welds
beneath the western ends of the segments. Relative
mass deficits at the western ends of the segments
may be explained by a combination of the above
mechanisms: low MBA amplitudes could result
from both thicker crust (i.e., greater melt delivery)
and thin subaxial lithosphere (i.e., greater volumes
of hot, relatively low density asthenopheric mantle
at shallow depths). That all three segments show
broadly similar asymmetries suggests that they
may have a single common mechanism. However,
obvious differences do exist, most prominently the
presence of nonvolcanic seafloor within segment
DA‐1 versus the lack thereof within segments AM‐1
and MP‐1. In section 8, we will investigate possible
explanations for the observed asymmetries, each
of them involving relative motion between the
spreading ridge and the underlying mantle.
8. Models of Asymmetric Melt Delivery
8.1. Ridge Migration
[48] The first mechanism investigated involves
migration of the spreading ridge in the hot spot
reference frame. This migration results in an
increase in melt supply and melt delivery, reflected
in shallower depths, at leading ridge segments
[Carbotte et al., 2004]. It is possible, then, that
westward migration of the SWIR over the underly-
ing mantle could produce asymmetric mantle
upwelling under, and increased melt delivery to, the
western ends of segments DA‐1, AM‐1, and MP‐1.
To test this hypothesis, we calculate the migration of
the SWIR at several points between 14°E and 42°E
using the absolute plate motionmodel HS3‐Nuvel1a
[Gripp and Gordon, 2002] (Figure 10). The direc-
tion of motion of the SWIR in this region is pre-
dominantly south. As such, ridge migration cannot
be responsible for our observed asymmetries.
8.2. Subaxial Asthenospheric Flow:
Segment DA‐1
[49] A broad along‐axis asthenospheric flow, pro-
duced by gradients in mantle temperature, has been
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invoked to explain along‐axis asymmetries in axial
depths and MBA amplitudes observed between
98°E and 112°E on the Southeast Indian Ridge
(SEIR) [West and Sempéré, 1998]. This mechanism
involves flow entering the upstream end of a ridge
segment from beneath the older, thicker adjacent
lithosphere [see West and Sempéré, 1998, Figure 6].
Similar asymmetries have been observed within the
15.5°E–25°E supersegment of the SWIR [Grindlay
et al., 1998]. Relatively shallow depths and low
MBA values on the western end of the supersegment
have been ascribed to enhanced mantle upwelling,
likely due to hotter mantle temperatures underneath
this part of the ridge.
[50] Eastward subaxial flow could also explain
weakening of the lithospheric weld responsible for
rift valley curvature on the upstream segment end.
Enhanced upstream mantle upwelling would advect
heat into this area, warming and thinning the sub-
axial lithosphere, thus reducing the strength of the
lithospheric weld. This model could thus poten-
tially explain the asymmetries observed in segment
DA‐1; enhanced mantle upwelling and melting
would then be focused on the western, upstream
end of the segment, producing axial depth and
MBA amplitude patterns mirroring those observed
in the 15.5°E–25°E SWIR supersegment and the
98°E–112°E SEIR region, as well as the observed
stronger magnetization intensity and weaker litho-
spheric weld in the west. In principle, segment DA‐1
could be on the distal end of the same mantle
upwelling asymmetry proposed by Grindlay et al.
[1998] to explain their along‐axis variations in
axial depth and MBA. However, eastward subaxial
flow model does not explain the presence of non-
volcanic seafloor and low melt delivery at the
eastern end of segment DA‐1, a feature that does
not appear at the eastern ends of segments within
Figure 10. The 1 min GEBCO bathymetry of the SWIR between 14°E and 42°E [Fisher and Goodwille, 1997]. Red
arrows indicate vectors of ridge migration in the hot spot reference frame, calculated from the absolute plate motion
model HS3‐Nuvel1a [Gripp and Gordon, 2002]. Arrow lengths are proportional to rate of migration; migration for
segment AM‐1 is 7 mm/yr.
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the 15.5°E–25°E SWIR supersegment nor the 98°E–
112°E region of the SEIR.
8.3. Subaxial Asthenospheric Flow:
Segments AM‐1 and MP‐1
8.3.1. Eastward Flow?
[51] Segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 lie ∼250 and
∼330 km away from Marion Island, the current sea-
floor expression of the Marion hot spot (Figure 1,
inset). Seismic tomography has revealed the pres-
ence of a regional negative shear wave velocity
anomaly at 75 kmdepth in the vicinity of the hot spot,
which has been interpreted to reflect a hotter mantle
in this area [Debayle et al., 2005; Sauter et al., 2009].
Anomalously shallow bathymetry [Sauter et al.,
2009] and low regional MBA amplitudes [Georgen
et al., 2001] between the Andrew Bain and Dis-
covery II transform faults (∼32°E to 41.75°E) have
been interpreted to reflect regional‐scale thick crust
due to the presence of the Marion hot spot [Georgen
et al., 2001] and thus increased regional melt supply
along this section of the ridge [Cannat et al., 2008].
[52] If segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 are indeed within
the sphere of influence of the Marion hot spot, a
subaxial asthenospheric flow could be explained
via either channelized flow along the ridge [e.g.,
Vogt and Johnson, 1975; Georgen and Lin, 2003],
or diffuse radial flow outward from the hot spot
[e.g., Ribe et al., 1995; Georgen et al., 2001]. We
cannot definitively discount the possibility of an
eastward mantle flow. However, due to the location
and orientation of the segments with respect to the
Marion hot spot, either channelized subaxial flow or
diffuse radial flow would far more likely be directed
to the west, with enhanced melt delivery on the
downstream rather than the upstream ends of the
segments. As such, it would appear that the asym-
metries observed on either side of the Andrew Bain
result from different mechanisms.
8.3.2. Influence of the Marion Hot Spot
[53] Before we investigate how the Marion hot spot
could produce the observed asymmetries, we must
first show that segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 are
influenced by the hot spot. Unfortunately, the
limited dredge sampling within these two segments
(green dots in Figure 3a [Mahoney et al., 1992])
have not conclusively revealed the presence or lack
of Marion basalts at the ridge; Marion basalts have
a geochemical signature more similar to that of
MORB than that of incompatible‐rich ocean island
basalts (OIB) [Meyzen et al., 2005]. However, we
may utilize our bathymetric and gravimetric ob-
servations to infer that segments AM‐1 and MP‐1
receive a high supply of melt, as they should if they
are influenced by the hot spot. To demonstrate that
these two segments have high melt supply, we
compare various melt supply indicators to those of
other segments of the SWIR (Table 1). Based on
regional axial depth and basalt sodium content,
Cannat et al. [2008] have placed the segments in
Table 1 other than AM‐1 and MP‐1 within various
melt supply regions: segment 27 is within a high
melt supply region; the 15.5°E–25°E supersegment
is a moderate melt supply region, as is the region
containing segments 20–22. Segments 11 and 14
are within low melt supply regions. Segments
AM‐1 and MP‐1 are on the western edge of a high
melt supply region which is bounded by the Prince
Edward and Discovery II transform faults.
[54] We compare segment length versus along‐axis
relief, axial relief versus along‐axis MBA variation,
segment length versus along‐axis MBA variation,
and mean axial depth versus along‐axis MBA var-
iation for the segments listed in Table 1 (Figure 11).
Weak correlations between length and axial relief,
and length and MBA amplitude, for the segments in
the moderate melt supply 15.5°E–25°E super-
segment have been attributed to weak shallow melt
focusing [Grindlay et al., 1998]. For segments 20–
22, higher MBA amplitudes for similar length, axial
relief, and regional melt supply to the 15.5°E–25°E
segments reflects a higher degree of melt focusing,
most reasonably due to larger bounding offsets
between segments and thus thicker lithosphere at
the segment ends [Sauter et al., 2001]. The high
relief and MBA amplitude of segment 27 has been
attributed to high melt supply produced by a
melting anomaly carried to the SWIR from the
Crozet hot spot [Sauter et al., 2009]. This con-
clusion is supported by the large abyssal hills
observed at this segment; abyssal hill relief has
recently been correlated with crustal thickness,
with greater relief abyssal hills occurring in seg-
ments with greater crustal thickness and melt sup-
ply [Mendel et al., 2003]. High relief and high
MBA amplitudes at segments 14 and 11, coupled
with relatively long segment lengths, have been
attributed to strong shallow melt focusing; this
focusing explains why these segments have similar
relief and MBA amplitudes to segment 27 despite
having low regional melt supply [Cannat et al.,
1999].
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[55] Segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 have a greater
similarity to segments 11, 14, and 27 than they
have to either the 15.5°E–25°E segments or seg-
ments 20–22 (Figures 11a–11c), meaning that they
have a high degree of melt delivery. However, if
we are to suggest a Marion hot spot influence, we
must demonstrate that segments AM‐1 and MP‐1
have high melt supply, regardless of the amount of
melt focusing that occurs. The axial depths of
segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 are considerably shal-
lower than those of the low melt supply segments
11 and 14 (Figure 11d). Also, the abyssal hills on
the flanks of segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 are similar
in size to those of high melt supply segment 27
(Table 1). Given these observations, the inferred
relation of regional axial depth and melt supply,
and the location of segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 on
the edge of a high melt supply region [Cannat et al.,
2008], we conclude that the high relief and MBA
amplitudes of segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 result
predominantly from high melt supply rather than
strong melt focusing.
8.3.3. Flow From the Marion Hot Spot
[56] It is not known whether Marion hot spot flow
to the ridge is channelized or diffuse/radial. How-
ever, the observation that the depth and gravity
anomalies associated with the Marion hot spot are
confined between the Andrew Bain and Discovery
II transforms suggest that hot spot material is
channeled along the ridge. Numerical modeling
suggests that hot spot material delivered to the
SWIR near the Eric Simpson Fracture Zone (∼40°E)
could successfully negotiate its way along the ridge
to segments MP‐1 and AM‐1 before stagnating
near the Andrew Bain transform fault [Georgen
and Lin, 2003].
[57] Channelized subaxial asthenospheric flow
along a ridge from a hot spot has been previously
investigated by Vogt and Johnson [1975]. In their
model, partial melts are entrained in a shallow
pipelike asthenospheric flow pool against the thick
lithosphere abutting the end of the ridge segment
across the discontinuity. The pooled melts then
propagate upward through the ridge axis, producing
thicker crust and constructional volcanic features on
the downstream end of the segment (see Figure 1
[Vogt and Johnson, 1975]).
[58] This model can explain the observed asym-
metries of segments AM‐1 and MP‐1. Melt pool-
ing against the Andrew Bain and Marion transform
faults, on the downstream end of a possible west-
ward channelized flow in the asthenosphere under
segments AM‐1 and MP‐1, respectively, could
account for thicker crust and a thicker extrusive
volcanic layer on the western ends of the segments.
The excess melt could also possibly explain the
presence of the narrow ridge just east of the Marion
transform fault in segment MP‐1 (Figure 6b); this
ridge resembles the constructional volcanic ridges
discussed by Vogt and Johnson [1975]. The inter-
action of hot channelized flow from the Marion hot
spot with the downward sloping lithosphere at the
downstream end of the segments could also serve
to heat and thin this lithosphere, reducing the
strength of the lithospheric weld.
Table 1. Segment Length, Mean Axial Depth, Along‐Axis Relief, Across‐Axis Relief, Along‐Axis MBA Variation, and
Regional Basalt Sodium Content for Seven Areas Along the SWIRa
Location
Segment
Length (km)
Mean Axial
Depth (m)
Along‐Axis
Relief (m)
Across‐Axis
(Abyssal Hill)
Relief (m)
MBA Variation
(mGal)
Regional Basalt
Na8.0 (wt %)
15.5°E–25°E supersegment 21.5–77.5 3747 640–1180 200–600 7.5–31 ∼3.25
DA‐1w 70 4500 2500 ‐ 53 ‐
AM‐1 85 3650 2100 500–800 35 −(2.71)
MP‐1 85 3200 2900 500–1000 48 −(2.71)
Segment 27 85 2700 1900 500–900 51 2.61
Segments 20–22 40–45 4200 900–1300 100–350 42–33 3.03
Segment 14 65.1 4742 2352 ‐ 40.4 3.89
Segment 11 60.4 4542 2672 ‐ 53.1 3.72
aListed from west to east: the 15.5°E–25°E orthogonal supersegment [Grindlay et al., 1998], the western rift valley of segment DA‐1 (current
study, denoted as DA‐1w), segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 (current study), segment 27 (50.47°E) [Sauter et al., 2001; Mendel et al., 2003], segments
20–22 (54.1°E–56.67°E) [Sauter et al., 2001; Mendel et al., 2003], and segments 14 and 11 (∼61.4°E and 63.9°E, respectively) [Cannat et al.,
1999]. Regional basalt sodium content values from all regions are from Cannat et al. [2008], except for the 15.5°E–25°E supersegment
[Standish et al., 2008]. Sodium contents in parentheses for segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 indicate values published for the adjacent melt supply region
[Cannat et al., 2008]; no values for these specific segments have been published. Across‐axis relief values for the western rift valley of DA‐1 have
not been calculated because the Du Toit inside corner high produces very asymmetric topography.
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[59] Georgen and Lin [2003] have suggested that
Marion hot spot material may enter the SWIR
somewhere near the Eric Simpson fracture zone. If
this is the case, channelized subaxial flow would
proceed in both directions along the ridge; as such,
we would expect to see similar enhanced melt
delivery on the downstream side of both the Prince
Edward and Discovery II transforms. However, no
high‐resolution shipboard data for this region have
been published. As such, we lack the ability to
assess seafloor texture, rift valley curvature, and
magnetic anomaly/magnetization variations within
the region as we have for our survey area. MBAs,
potentially calculated from the GEBCO bathymetry
data [Fisher and Goodwille, 1997] and gravity data
from satellite altimetry [Sandwell and Smith, 2009]
cannot constrain lithospheric thickness and melt
delivery variations by themselves.
8.4. Segment DA‐1: Influence of the Long‐
Offset Andrew Bain Transform Fault
[60] Smooth nonvolcanic seafloor is ordinarily
found within oblique segments of the SWIR. While
we cannot discount the effects of innate ridge
obliquity on melt delivery within segment DA‐1,
there is a simple mechanism that could account for
thick lithosphere, low melt delivery, and even ridge
obliquity at the eastern end of the segment. The
Andrew Bain transform domain is composed of a
450 km long southern transform valley connected
to a 100 km long northern transform valley by a
Figure 11. (a) Segment length versus axial relief, (b) axial relief versus MBA amplitude, (c) segment length versus
MBA amplitude, and (d) mean axial depth versus MBA amplitude for seven areas along the SWIR, listed from west to
east: the 15.5°E–25°E supersegment containing 14 individual accretionary segments [Grindlay et al., 1998] (circles),
the western rift valley of segment DA‐1 (current study, diamond), segments AM‐1 and MP‐1 (current study, stars),
segment 27 (50.47°E) [Sauter et al., 2001; Mendel et al., 2003] (square), segments 20–22 (54.1°E–56.67°E) (Sauter
et al. [2001] (triangle, one record for all three segments) and Mendel et al. [2003]), and segments 14 and 11 (∼61.4°E
and 63.9°E, respectively) [Cannat et al., 1999] (inverted triangles). Values plotted for segments 20–22 represent the
central values of the ranges listed in Table 1.
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series of extensional relay basins [Sclater et al.,
2005]. Using the southern transform valley length,
a half spreading rate of 9 mm/yr (to get a minimum
estimate of the age offset), and the relation for lith-
ospheric thickness as a function of age ofParker and
Oldenburg [1973],
ZðtÞ ¼ 9:4 t1=2 km;
the Andrew Bain juxtaposes ∼66 km thick litho-
sphere against the eastern end of DA‐1. This
extremely thick, cold lithosphere strongly cools and
thickens the subaxial lithosphere of segment DA‐1.
At the northern end of the Andrew Bain, signifi-
cantly thinner lithosphere (∼31 km) abuts segment
AM‐1; the cooling effects of this lithosphere are
not only weaker, but also mitigated by the along‐
axis asthenospheric flow from the Marion hot spot.
[61] Thus, we envision that the low melt delivery
and nonvolcanic seafloor at the eastern end of
segment DA‐1 are effects of extremely thick sub-
axial lithosphere due to the Andrew Bain transform
fault (Figure 12). In this model, the cooling of the
subaxial lithosphere at the eastern end of segment
DA‐1 by the cold, thick lithosphere abutting it
strongly suppresses melt production. The majority
of what little melt is produced under the eastern end
of segment DA‐1 flows westward along the sloping
base of the lithosphere [Magde and Sparks, 1997]
to the western end of the segment, or is trapped in
the deep lithosphere. The remainder, a small frac-
tion of the total melt produced, forms thin crust
and/or and irregular extrusive volcanic layer. As
the lithosphere thins toward the western end of the
segment more melt is able to reach shallow depths.
This increases the abundance of hummocky vol-
canic terrain, and thickens the crust and magnetic
source layer. The large distance (∼40 km or more)
at which the rift valley of segment DA‐1 begins
curving into the Andrew Bain reflects the strength
of the lithospheric weld across the transform fault;
it is entirely possible that the apparent obliquity of
the rift valley at the eastern end of segment DA‐1 is
actually rift valley curvature produced by the weld.
If this model is correct, the eastern end of segment
DA‐1 represents an unusual, if not unique, accre-
Figure 12. Cartoon (not to scale) showing our proposed mechanism for the along‐axis distribution of melt and re-
sulting observed asymmetries, which are strongly controlled by the transform edge effect. Passively upwelling mantle
material (solid red arrows) undergoes partial melting and releases melt (dashed red arrows) to the top of the astheno-
sphere. This melt is then focused away from the bounding transform faults, up the sloping base of the lithosphere
(dashed white arrows) [Magde and Sparks, 1997]. However, melt production is suppressed and melt focusing is
enhanced by the strong cooling and thickening of the lithosphere towards the long‐offset Andrew Bain transform to
the east. The majority of what little melt is produced in the mantle near the Andrew Bain is focused toward the west or
trapped in the thick lithosphere; very limited melt reaches shallow depths to create a crust primarily composed of a
thin basaltic cap. Melt delivery increases to the west through westward melt focusing and increased melt production
(along‐axis density of dashed red arrows in the lithosphere indicates the relative amount of melt released from the
upper asthenosphere that becomes crust).
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tionary regime: nonvolcanic accretion produced by
a combination of ultraslow spreading and the
cooling effect of a long‐offset transform fault.
9. Andrew Bain Transform Fault: A
Major Melt Supply Boundary
[62] The axial relief, MBA variation, and length of
the western rift valley of segment DA‐1 (i.e., the
fully magmatic portion of the segment) are very
similar to those of segments 11 and 14 near the
Rodrigues Triple Junction (Table 1 and Figure 11).
This observation, combined with large axial depth,
suggests that segment DA‐1 receives a relatively
low volume of melt. The large relief and MBA
amplitude of the segment are thus the result of
strong melt focusing, which agrees with our pre-
vious analysis of seafloor textures and lithospheric
thickness. As stated in section 8.2., it is reasonable
to presume that segment DA‐1 may be on the distal
end of the gradient in mantle upwelling responsible
for depth andMBA asymmetries within the 15.5°E–
25°E supersegment [Grindlay et al., 1998].
[63] We demonstrated above that segments AM‐1
and MP‐1 receive a high supply of melt, likely due
to the influence of the Marion hot spot. Our ob-
servations thus allow us to fill the gap in the regional
melt supply analysis of Cannat et al. [2008]. Seg-
ment DA‐1 may be added to the 14.18°E–25.14°E
intermediate‐to‐low melt supply region, and seg-
ments AM‐1 and MP‐1 may be added to the
35.55°E–41.53E° high melt supply region [see
Cannat et al., 2008, Table 1]. The Andrew Bain
transform fault thus represents not only a large
topographic boundary (profile in Figure 1), but a
large melt supply boundary as well.
10. Conclusions
[64] 1. Within the two segments northeast of, and
the one segment southeast of, the Andrew Bain
transform fault, we observe similar asymmetries in
seafloor texture, MBA amplitude, magnetization,
and rift valley curvature. We interpret these asym-
metries to reflect variations in (1) the amount of melt
delivered to and emplaced along the ridge axis and
(2) the subaxial lithospheric thickness, which con-
trols the strength of the lithospheric welds respon-
sible for rift valley curvature. Despite the observed
similarities between the three segments, we argue
that the asymmetries observed at either end of the
Andrew Bain transform fault are not created by the
same mechanism.
[65] 2. The two segments northeast of the Andrew
Bain transform fault have high melt supply due to
the proximity of the Marion hot spot. The asym-
metries within these two segments result from
channelized subaxial asthenospheric flow from the
hot spot. In this model, partial melts entrained in
the asthenospheric flow pool against the western
bounding transform faults, producing thicker crust
and a thicker extrusive layer in these areas relative
to areas near the eastern bounding transform faults.
The interaction of the hot subaxial flow with the
thickening lithosphere at the western end of these
segments heats and thins this lithosphere. This re-
duces the strength of the lithospheric weld and
hence rift valley curvature.
[66] 3. An along‐axis gradient in seafloor texture,
from equal amounts of volcanic and nonvolcanic
seafloor in the east to almost entirely volcanic
seafloor in the west, reflects an east‐west gradient
in melt delivery in the segment southwest of the
Andrew Bain transform fault. Rather than being a
result of ridge obliquity, low melt delivery on the
eastern end of this segment is likely due to the
strong influence of the long‐offset Andrew Bain
transform fault. Extremely thick and cold litho-
sphere abutting the end of the segment thickens the
subaxial lithosphere, strengthens the lithospheric
weld and rift valley curvature, reduces melt pro-
duction, and focuses melt to the west. This limits
the amount of melt that reaches shallow levels to
produce crust and extrusive volcanics.
[67] 4. The Andrew Bain transform fault represents
a major melt supply boundary on the SWIR, sep-
arating a high melt supply region to the northeast
from an intermediate‐to‐low melt supply region to
the southwest.
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